The New Podcast, Science For Care, Takes You Behind the Scenes
of the Medical Breakthroughs that Changed Patients‘ Lives

Paris, July 28, 2022 - HealthTech For Care, with the support of MedShake Studio, is very pleased to
announce the launch of Science For Care, a podcast unveiling the stories behind the scientific and
medical breakthroughs that accelerated innovation for patients.
Science For Care is a new podcast launching on July 28, and propelled by Healthtech For Care, the non
profit organization designed to support and promote access to care for all. The podcast gives the floor
to the greatest discoverers and entrepreneurs of innovative solutions in healthcare. Its objective is to
allow its listeners to learn and understand the stories behind amazing scientific and technological
innovation under development or already used to bring care for all.
We will bring you along 8 episodes to understand more on mRNA discovery, women's health, rare
diseases, innovation in clinical trials, and more! All these stories and interviews, narrated by Anca
Petre alongside scientists, researchers, medical doctors, entrepreneurs, and patients are proof
that we must continue to invest in research, no matter how uncertain it seems today. Because
tomorrow, it might just change the world!

“I am very proud to launch Science For Care. A podcast is a novel way of communication fitting
perfectly with our mission of general interest by spreading information to a large community…
We hope to interest many listeners and to share expertise and knowledge for all.”
Maryvonne Hiance, President of HealthTech For Care
In the first episode, we’ll be talking about mRNA vaccines and Dr Katalin Karikó, the great scientist
behind this discovery. Listeners will learn how the story behind mRNA vaccines is one of faith,
determination and perseverance.

We would like to thank all speakers who participated to Science For Care. Without their contribution,
HealthTech For Care won’t have the pleasure to share this podcast.
Podcast listening links:
Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/show/03JprXW85RDGsaloyN2Beo
Deezer: https://www.deezer.com/fr/show/3888477
Podcast Addict: https://podcastaddict.com/podcast/4035565
Amazon Music: https://music.amazon.com/podcasts/612e9360-ca11-4dba-965f-4307c3e50088
Smartlink: https://smartlink.ausha.co/science-for-care
Player: https://podcast.ausha.co/science-for-care

About HealthTech For Care
The HealthTech For Care endowment fund is designed to support and promote access to healthcare
for all, and more specifically to new medical technologies and medicines. The missions of the
endowment fund are organised around three main areas: to support the development of the entire
healthcare ecosystem, to accelerate the development of innovative therapies and medicines, and to
promote better access for patients to the healthcare system in France and Europe. The governance of
HealthTech For Care includes Maryvonne Hiance, Elsy Boglioli, David Caumartin, Pierre Courteille,
Marc Dechamps, Eric Falcand, Frédéric Girard, Marc Julien, Anaïs Le Corvec, Cédric Moreau, Christian
Pierret and Christian Policard.
HealthTech For Care benefits from the support of its founder France Biotech and the network of
French health clusters: Atlanpole biotherapies, BioValley France, EuroBioMed, LyonBioPole,
Medicen and the NSL clubster. The endowment fund is also supported by many European players:
Asebio, BioAlps, BIO Deutschland, BioWin, CEBR, Federchimica Assobiotec, flanders.bio, Medvia,
HollandBIO, IREFI, Swiss Biotech and French: Business France.
https://www.linkedin.com/company/healthtech-for-care/
https://htfc-eu.com
About MedShake Studio
MedShake Studio is a health podcast studio created by Marguerite de Rodellec and Anca Petre.
The studio helps healthcare actors to produce engaging podcasts that allow them to tell their
story. The studio offers various podcasts that talk about health in the form of original creations:
Cheminements (Pathways), Endométriose Mon Amour (Endometriosis My Love), Le Journal
d'une infirmière (The Diary of a Nurse), MICI & cie (Inflammatory Bowel Diseases & cie), les
Expertes de la Santé (Health Experts).
All the podcasts of the studio: https://medshake-studio.com/home/podcast
Website: https://medshake-studio.com/

